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Chapter 2281

“Province He is majestic and respectable. I am an unknown junior, Mark. How can I be
bothered by the trifling matter of Governor He?” He Lanshan trembled as he listened to
Mark’s words.

The face that was already panicked was pale again.

And Li Hongze naturally heard what Mark meant. It was obvious that Mark didn’t want to
see this He Lan Mountain and still had a grudge against him. Therefore, Li Hongze
turned to ask: “If Mr. Chu feels He Lan Mountain is unreliable, let Ferguson Wu wear it.
Sin body, how does Mr. Chu think about this matter?” “No, if he is asked to investigate,
he won’t be able to find out the guilt of the Jiu Clan for me. Let Han Dongmin take care
of this matter.”

Han Shi is committed to serving the people and is upright. I think it is most appropriate
for him to deal with Noirfork.”

Mark said slowly, but directly recommended Han Dongmin to Li Hongze.

Moreover, Mark’s words contained inexplicable connotations.

Especially the words “Noirfork’s matter” tomorrow is to recommend Han Dongmin to
replace He Lanshan’s status.

“Oh?” “Han Dongmin?” “I wonder if this person is…

?

Li Hongze is located in the center of Gritsberg, and he naturally doesn’t know some
people in a small city like Wrilfill. The leaders of the entire Noirfork, he knows only those
from the Noirfork provincial government. “This person is the second in command of
Wrilfill. The ranking in Wrilfill is only below Ferguson Wu.

Behind him, someone introduced Li Hongze in a low voice. “Really?”

“Then call him over quickly.



“If you can be appreciated by Mr. Chu, this person must have a good academic ability. I
really want to meet this person.”

“Li Hongze was overjoyed when he heard the sound, and immediately let people
summon Han Dongmin. “No, I’m here.”

“However, as soon as Li Hongze’s words fell, Han Dongmin, who had been staying by
the side, stretched out his hand cringly, like Li Hongze said, he is Han Dongmin.
“Haha~” “You are Dongmin.”

“The greatest achievement of being a politician is not the high-rise buildings or the big
roads, but the hearts of the people.

“And you, if you can get Mr. Chu’s heart, it is enough to show that you are a good leader
who is loved by others.”

“Since Mr. Chu recommended to me, I think that next, it is up to you to temporarily
replace Ferguson Wu’s authority and handle the aftermath of the Wrilfill Rebellion.

“What? Hearing this, Ferguson Wu was undoubtedly more desperate. Li Hongze’s
words are undoubtedly equivalent to recommending Han Dongmin to replace him as the
lord of Wrilfill. In the future, this Wrilfill will probably not have the presence of Ferguson
Wu. The land is here. Thinking of this, Ferguson Wu is full of despair. But no matter how
desperate he is, no matter how regretful, what can he do? Now he has made a big
mistake, whether he can survive or not is not known, naturally, he is even less qualified
to fight for power. However, I thought that Han Dongmin would be grateful to Li Hongze
after hearing this order. Who would have thought that Han Dongmin declined. “It’s not
that I didn’t listen to the order.

Chapter 2282

“The main reason is that Han Dongmin, who has been dismissed from He Sheng, is
going to the countryside to help the poor tonight.”

“I am a cadre in the village, He De, how can I handle such big cases.”

Han Dongmin shook his head and said in a low voice. He Lanshan’s face turned pale
when he heard this, and he was almost crying. He cursed Han Dongmin secretly in his
heart, what a general!

These words of Li Hongze are undoubtedly equivalent to recommending Han Dongmin
to replace him for the Lord of Wrilfill.

In the future, this Wrilfill, it is estimated that there will be no place for Ferguson Wu.

Thinking of this, Ferguson Wu was desperate.



However, no matter how desperate and regretful he is, what can he do?

Now that he has made a big mistake, he still doesn’t know if he can survive, so naturally
he is even less qualified to fight for power.

However, I thought that Han Dongmin would be grateful to Li Hongze after hearing this
order, but who would have thought that Han Dongmin declined.

“It’s not that I didn’t listen to orders.”

“The main reason is that I, Han Dongmin, has been dismissed from the province of He
and I am going to the countryside to help the poor tonight.”

“I am a village cadre, how can He De, handle such big cases.”

Han Dongmin Shaking his head, whispered.

He Lanshan’s face turned pale when he heard this, and he almost cried.

Secretly cursing this Han Dongmin, this is really a general!
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